The specific heat and Gr€ uneisen parameter for 2D liquid dusty plasmas have been studied using the concepts of cold/thermal pressure and energy. Based on molecular dynamics simulations, the recently obtained expression of the pressure for 2D liquid dusty plasmas is composed of two terms, which just follow the traditional definitions of the cold pressure and thermal pressure, respectively. The obtained energy results from simulations for 2D liquid dusty plasmas are fit to two terms, one is independent of the temperature and the other is dependent on the temperature, so that they agree with the definitions of the cold and thermal energies. The obtained thermal/cold pressure/energy from fitting are self-consistent in the thermodynamics relationship, suggesting that the methodology developed here is reliable. Thus, the specific heat of 2D liquid dusty plasmas can be derived analytically from the thermal energy, and the specific heat results obtained here are well consistent with previous studies using different approaches. The obtained specific heat decays as both the screening parameter and the temperature increase, and the corresponding physics interpretation is presented. Finally, the Gr€ uneisen parameter for 2D liquid dusty plasma is obtained from the obtained expressions of the thermal pressure and energy, and its variation trend has also been discussed. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
As a constitutive equation extracted from measurements, an equation of state for the studied matter describes the relationship between various physical quantities of this matter, like temperature, volume, and pressure. 1 For a substance, its equation of state is very powerful, from which its physical quantities and physical processes can be directly derived. Typical examples of equations of state include the ideal-gas equation 1, 2 and the van der Waals equation 3 for gases. As compared with those for gases, equations of state for liquids and solids are much more complicated, 4 due to the strong coupling effects between atoms (or molecules). In practice, to solve this difficulty, the physical quantities of pressure and energy have been expressed in two parts: cold and thermal. [5] [6] [7] [8] The cold portion refers to the physical quantities when all atoms (or molecules) are assumed to be frozen at their equilibrium locations, while the thermal portion refers to the effects of the thermal motion of atoms (or molecules) on those physical quantities only. [5] [6] [7] [8] Laboratory dusty plasma typically refers to a partially ionized gas containing micron-sized dust particles of solid matter. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Due to the enormous free electrons and ions in plasmas, these dust particles are charged to -10 3 e $ -10 5 e in their final steady state within micron seconds. For the experiments performed on earth, because of the gravity, these highly charged dust particles would sediment in the plasma sheath, where the strong vertical electric field would levitate these dust particles and the weak radial electric field would confine them. 15 A single layer of dust particles can be achieved in dusty plasma experiments. 13 Within this single layer, due to the shielding effects of free electrons and ions, these dust particles interact with each other approximately through the Yukawa potential 16, 17 or the Debye-H€ uckel potential, with the form of /ðrÞ ¼ Q 2 expðÀr=k D Þ=4p 0 r, where Q is the particle charge and k D is the Debye screening length. Recently, studies 18, 19 suggested that the Yukawa interaction is only the first approximation, and the interparticle interaction can be much more complicated, which is beyond the scope of the current paper.
In laboratory dusty plasmas, because of their extremely low charge-to-mass ratio, the dust particles are strongly coupled, [10] [11] [12] [13] which means that the potential energy between two neighboring dust particles is larger than the averaged kinetic energy, so that these dust particles cannot move past one another easily. As a result, the collection of dust particles would exhibit behaviors of liquids 20, 21 and solids. 13, 22 Now, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of 2D Yukawa liquids and solids [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] have been widely used to study collective behaviours of 2D dusty plasmas. We use two dimensionless parameters, the coupling parameter C ¼ Q 2 = ð4p 0 ak B TÞ and the screening parameter j a=k D , to characterize 2D Yukawa systems, where T is the kinetic temperature and a ¼ ðpnÞ À 1 2 is the Wigner-Seitz radius for an areal number density n for particles. 25 Specific heat c, or specific heat capacity, is a quantity measuring the ability of a substance to absorb heat, which is defined as c ¼ DQ/(m DT), the ratio of the added heat to the resulting temperature change, for a unit mass of this substance. In the study of dusty plasmas, the kinetic temperature is typically expressed as k B T in energy units instead of Kelvin. As a result, for dusty plasmas, the specific heat would measure how many times of the total added heat/ energy to the change of the kinetic energy, and here, the total energy is composed of the kinetic energy and potential a) Electronic mail: fengyan@suda.edu.cn energy. That is to say, for dusty plasmas, the specific heat per particle can be written as C ¼ 1 þ DPE/DKE, where DPE and DKE are the averaged potential energy and kinetic energy changes per particle, respectively. For 2D liquid dusty plasmas, as the temperature changes, the potential energy change was thought to be negligible, as compared to the kinetic energy change. Thus, in the experimental study of heat transport 33 for 2D dusty plasmas, the specific heat was assumed to be nearly 1. Recently, much evidence 34 shows that, when the temperature of a 2D dusty plasma varies, the change in the potential energy is not so small as compared to the kinetic energy change, sometimes even larger.
In dusty plasmas, the specific heat is a crucial quantity in the thermal transport study; however, until now, the study of its specific heat is too limited. [35] [36] [37] Vaulina et al. successfully studied the specific heat using various approaches, 35, 36 like deriving the specific heat from different theoretical expressions of the internal energy or relying on the fluctuation of the total internal energy. They found that as the coupling parameter C increases the specific heat increases monotonically from around 1.6 to 2.5. Recently, Khrapak et al. have performed a series of systematic studies of the thermodynamics of 2D Yukawa fluids, e.g., Refs. 37-40. In Ref. 37 , they used their obtained internal energy for 2D Yukawa liquids to derive the specific heat for j 2, which increases monotonically from about 1.1 to 2.0 as the coupling parameter increases from 1 to % 100. It would be more attractive to have an analytical expression of the specific heat for 2D dusty plasmas, which is lacking from our literature search, as we will achieve in this paper.
The Gr€ uneisen parameter c G is crucial to determine the thermomechanical properties, 41 establishing a link between the thermal and caloric properties of one specific material. 42 It is defined in the Mie-Gr€ uneisen equation 43, 44 of p thermal ¼ c G E total thermal =V, where p thermal is the thermal portion of pressure, E total thermal is the thermal portion of internal energy for the total system, and V is the total volume of the 3D system, which should be replaced by the total area A for 2D systems. The Gr€ uneisen parameter can be used to characterize the anharmonicity of thermal vibrations of individual "atoms" or their equivalent in the studied material. [45] [46] [47] The Gr€ uneisen parameter also has applications in the study of substances at high temperatures and under high pressures, like in shockwave experiments. 40 However, from our literature search, we found that the study of the Gr€ uneisen parameter in dusty plasmas is still limited. We found that Khrapak 40 successfully studied the Gr€ uneisen parameter for 3D Yukawa systems. However, we are unaware of any previous study of the Gr€ uneisen parameter for 2D Yukawa systems or 2D dusty plasmas, as we will study in this paper.
Here, we use the concepts of cold/thermal pressure/ energy in our study of dusty plasmas. Following the theory of cold/thermal pressure/energy, we will re-investigate the previous obtained pressure and internal energy results for 2D dusty plasmas. We will check whether our results of cold pressure and cold energy for 2D dusty plasma are selfconsistent. We will derive an analytical expression of its specific heat and compare our results with previous studies. We will report the variation trend of the obtained specific heat and present our interpretation of the observed trend. Finally, we will achieve the expression of the Gr€ uneisen parameter for 2D dusty plasmas and discuss its variation trend and the corresponding physics understanding.
II. REVIEW OF PRESSURE AND ENERGY FOR 2D LIQUID DUSTY PLASMAS
Recently, to mimic 2D liquid dusty plasmas, frictionless equilibrium MD simulations for 2D Yukawa liquids have been performed. 48 For the simulated 1024 particles each with the mass of m, the equation of motion is m€ r i ¼ ÀrR j / ij and the motion is constrained within a single 2D plane with the periodic boundary conditions. The values of j and C are specified as the inputs of the simulations. The simulated 2D Yukawa liquids have covered a wide range of parameters, with j changing from 0.5 to 3.0, and the corresponding C varying from the melting temperatures to 70 times higher for each j. 48 Besides the simulation runs with 1024 particles mentioned above, we have performed quite a few test runs with 4096 and 16 384 particles and have found that the obtained results of pressure and energy per particle do not vary noticeably, suggesting that the current simulation size is enough. Other simulation details have been given in Ref. 48 .
The pressure of a 2D Yukawa liquid p has been calculated from the average of two diagonal elements of the shear stress tensor, P xx (t) and P yy (t). Both these elements fluctuate around the constant level of pA, where A is the area of the total 2D system. From Refs. 48 and 49, the obtained pressure for a 2D Yukawa liquid can be expressed analytically as
where
and C ¼ ðQ 2 =4p 0 k D Þ is the potential energy between two particles at the distance of k D .
The total internal energy of a 2D Yukawa liquid has been calculated from the summation of the total potential energy and kinetic energy of the simulated system. Exact values of the total internal energy at different Yukawa liquid conditions have been reported in Ref. 34 . Also, an analytical expression between the internal energy and the pressure has been obtained. 34 
III. RESULTS

A. Cold pressure and thermal pressure
The obtained analytical equation of the pressure, Eq. (1), can be rewritten as
which just satisfies the definitions of the cold pressure and thermal pressure. The first term
temperature, suggesting that it should be the cold pressure p cold. The second term
linearly increases with the temperature, which means that it should be the thermal pressure p thermal .
B. Cold energy and thermal energy
In Ref. 34 , exact values of the internal energy have been obtained; however, the obtained analytical expression of the energy as a function of the temperature does not satisfy the definitions of cold and thermal energies. To easily fit the data obtained from simulations, we normalize these physical quantities to be dimensionless. 34, 49 As in Ref. 34 , the internal energy per particle E is normalized as
is the nominal 2D dusty plasma frequency. 25 The dimensionless temperature T is expressed as T ¼ k B T=ðQ 2 =4p 0 aÞ ¼ C À1 . Here, we use the traditional form [5] [6] [7] [8] of E ¼ E cold þE thermal , which includes the cold energy E cold and thermal energy E thermal to express the internal energy. The cold energy E cold is independent of the temperature, while the thermal energy E thermal is a function of the temperature. Of course, the kinetic energy k B T belongs to the thermal energy E thermal . Besides the kinetic energy, the change in the potential energy caused by particles' motion also contributes to E thermal , and we choose a power function of fT r to fit this change in the potential energy, where both the magnitude f and the exponent r are free parameters to be determined. Thus, in our method, we use E ¼ E cold þ k B T þ fT r to fit the internal energy for 2D liquid dusty plasmas. When we fit the internal energy to the analytical form of
r , we find that the fitting results of the exponent r are nearly constant. For all the eleven values of j, the fitting results of r only vary from 0.582 to 0.609, with the average of 0.593 and the standard deviation of the mean of 0.003. This surprising result suggests that it is possible to use the equation of E ¼ E cold þ k B T þ fT 0:593 , with only two free parameters of E cold and f, to model the internal energy at different values of j for 2D Yukawa liquids. The constant exponent of 0.593 suggests that, even for different shielding effects for various j values, the underlying physics picture of internal energy as the function of temperature is similar.
Our obtained fitting results of the internal energy are shown in Fig. 1 . Here, data points are exactly the same as in Fig. 2 of Ref. 34 but re-plotted in a different horizontal axis. The curves are our fitting results using the form of E ¼ E cold þ k B T þ fT 0:593 , and the fitting is pretty successful. For eleven j values, the two fitting parameters of E cold and f are presented in Fig. 2 . Both E cold and f decay monotonically as the screening parameter j increases. This trend suggests that as the shielding effect increases, both cold and thermal energies would diminish gradually. We find that the cold energy can be fitted to a power function E cold ¼ ð0:8394 þ 0:5162jÞ À6:4 ðma 2 x 2 pd Þ well, as the curve shown in Fig.  2(a) . For the magnitude of the potential portion of the thermal energy f, we find that an exponential function of f ¼ e ðÀ1:579À0:3935jÞ ðma 2 x 2 pd Þ can describe it precisely, as the curve shown in Fig. 2(b) .
From the results in Figs. 1 and 2 , we can draw a conclusion that for 2D liquid dusty plasmas, the dimensionless internal energy per particle can be accurately expressed as E ¼ ð0:8394 þ 0:5162jÞ À6:4 þ T=2 þ e ðÀ1:579À0:3935jÞ T 0:593 :
The first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (5), ð0:8394 þ0:5162jÞ À6:4 , corresponds to the cold energy of 2D
Yukawa liquids, while the second and third terms, T=2 and e ðÀ1:579À0:3935jÞ T 0:593 , correspond to the kinetic and potential portions of the thermal energy, respectively.
C. Self-consistency of cold pressure and cold energy
We will first test whether the cold pressure obtained in Ref. 48 is consistent with the cold energy obtained in Sec. III B. This test is necessary to verify whether the concepts of cold pressure p cold and cold energy E cold derived here are reliable or not. In principle, the pressure of the system can be expressed as p cold ¼ ÀdE total cold =dA, 6 which can be easily derived from the relationship of dE ¼ TdS À pdA for 2D systems, while T ¼ 0 for the cold energy and cold pressure.
Here, E total cold is the cold energy of the total system and A is the area of the total system. Based on the cold energy per particle E cold obtained in Sec. III B, the total cold energy of the system is just E total cold ¼ NE cold , where N is the total number of particles in the system. The total area of the system is A ¼ Npa
Thus, using the relationship of p cold ¼ ÀdE total cold =dA, 6 we can obtain an analytical expression of the cold pressure as
The cold pressure obtained in Ref. 48 should be the same as the cold pressure derived in Eq. (6) so that we can obtain the relationship of 
In Ref. 48 , it has been found that a would follow a different expression, Eq. (2). Two a curves of Eqs. (7) and (2) presented in Fig. 3 clearly show that within our studied j range, the two equations of Eqs. (7) and (2) Note that although we have demonstrated that the cold pressure and cold energy are well consistent, the thermal pressure and thermal energy do not obey p thermal ¼ ÀdE total thermal =dA. Instead, their relationship is described in the definition of the Gr€ uneisen parameter, as we will explain in Sec. III F later.
D. Pressure and energy in conventional units
To easily compare our expressions of pressure/energy obtained above with the traditional expressions of these quantities in the fields of condensed matter physics and strongly coupled plasmas, we will transform our expressions using the conventional reduced units.
Typically, the pressure is expressed in the conventional units of p con ¼ p=nk B T, as in Ref. 39 . For our studied 2D systems, the areal density n ¼ 1=ðpa 2 Þ ¼ 1=ðpj 2 k 2 D Þ. Using our obtained pressure expression, Eq. (4), we can easily derive the pressure expression in the conventional units, which is
In Ref. 39 , detailed values of pressure at various j and C values have been reported in Table II . We can compare our analytical expression with the discrete data points in Table II of Ref. 39 , as shown in Fig. 4(a) . From this comparison, our results of pressure are well consistent with the previous pressure results in Ref. 39 .
Note that in Ref. 39 , it has been mentioned that when j ¼ 0:5, the pressure calculated from our method is a little bit larger than their data. The largest difference is about 4.5% which happens when the coupling parameter is the highest of C ¼ 135:42. We attribute this small difference to FIG. 2. The two fitting parameters E cold and f as functions of j for the fitting curves in Fig. 1 (7) which is the fit from the relationship between the cold energy and cold pressure. In our studied regime, the two curves are well consistent with each other, suggesting that our obtained cold energy here is well consistent with the cold pressure obtained from Ref. 48. the systematic errors in different methods, such as the fluctuation due to the finite system size and so on. Similarly, the energy can also be expressed in the conventional units of u con ¼ U=Nk B T. 39 From our obtained energy expression, Eq. (5), the energy in the conventional units can be expressed as 
Our new expression of energy, Eq. (9), can be directly compared with the previous energy results in the same conventional units, as reported in Ref. 39 . In Ref. 39, the energy in conventional units has been divided into three parts, u con ¼ 1 þ u st þ u th , which are the kinetic term and the static and thermal contributions, respectively. From our expressions of Eqs. (5) and (9) Fig. 4(b) with various values of j. It is clear that although our expressions are different from theirs, their exact data values are almost the same, which indicates that our results are consistent with previous energy results reported in Ref. 39 .
E. Specific heat
For the two portions of energies, the cold energy does not change, while the temperature varies from its definition, which means that the cold energy is not related to the specific heat. Thus, only the thermal energy contributes to the specific heat. The expression of specific heat would be
In our study of 2D dusty plasmas, the physical procedure with a constant j value is typically called an isochoric process. 49 Since the environment length scale of k D is unchanged, if the value j is kept as constant, then, the system size would be constant. As a result, for our 2D systems, the specific heat with a constant j value would correspond to the so-called isochoric specific heat c V. Thus, the expression of the isochoric specific heat should be c V ¼ ðdE total thermal =dTÞ j . From this relation, we can directly obtain an analytical expression of the isochoric specific heat, c V ¼ Nk B ð1 þ1:186e À1:579À0:3935j T À0:407 Þ.
As the first major result of this paper, we obtain the analytical expression of the specific heat for one particle as
For any values of C and j, the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (10) is always positive, which means that the specific heat C V is always larger than unity for 2D liquid dusty plasmas. It is pretty reasonable since the specific heat of dusty plasmas can be expressed as 1 þ DPE=DKE, as we mentioned in Sec. I. From Eq. (10), the specific heat C V increases gradually and monotonically as the coupling parameter C increases. This trend is exactly the same as those which have been observed in Refs. 35-37 using different approaches. Another trend is that as the screening parameter j increases, the specific heat C V diminishes slightly, which is also the same as that in Ref. 37 . A direct comparison of our specific heat results with those in Ref. 37 has been clearly presented in Fig. 5 . We want to mention that our study condition is from melting points to 70 times of the melting points for all j values 48 so that some of our data in the smooth curves are beyond this studied regime. Here, we extend our results to the same conditions as in Fig. 6 of Ref. 37 . In the next figure, we will focus on the studied regime (from the melting points to 70 times of the melting points) in the original MD simulations only. 48 
FIG. 4.
Comparison of pressure (a) and internal energy (b) in the conventional units obtained here with the previous results. 39 In (b), we only plot the sum of static and thermal contributions of the internal energy, which is the same as the right-hand-side (RHS) of Eq. (9) minus 1. From this comparison, we find that our results of pressure and internal energy are consistent with previous studies 39 using completely different approaches.
To show the global variation trend of Eq. (10) as functions of C and j, we plot the obtained specific heat for one particle, C V , in 3D above the plane of T and j, as shown in Fig. 6 . From this 3D plot, we find that the specific heat per particle C V is higher when j is lower and T is lower (or equivalently C is higher). Within our studied regime, the highest value of C V is about 2.5, while j is the lowest value of 0.5 in our study, and T ¼ 1=C % 0:007 the lowest liquid temperature or the melting point, for j ¼ 0:5. However, when j is higher and T is higher, the specific heat per particle C V gradually approaches 1.0, which is just the previously assumed value of the specific heat in Ref. 33 . Note that the top line of the 3D plot in Fig. 6 corresponds to the specific heat at the lowest temperatures in our study, 34, 48, 49 which is just above the melting points for various j values, while its bottom line corresponds to the specific heat at 70 times of the melting points, the hottest temperatures in our study.
Here, we provide our conceptual interpretation of the variation trends of C V described above. For our studied isochoric specific heat C V , there are two trends: first, C V decays as the screening parameter j increases; second, C V diminishes gradually as the temperature increases. For the first trend, as j increases, the interaction between particles is weaker due to more shielding effects and the potential energy between particles is weaker. As a result, much less energy can be reserved in the potential energy. From the expression of C ¼ 1 þ DPE=DKE in Sec. I, the specific heat C V would be reasonably smaller when the potential energy is weaker. This is our explanation of the first trend. For the second trend that C V diminishes with the temperature, we can also provide our speculation. From Sec. III B, in the thermal energy, the kinetic portion k B T increases linearly with the temperature, while the potential portion fT 0:593 increases with the temperature through a power function with the exponent on the temperature of 0.593. In our studied regime, as the temperature increases, the increment of the kinetic energy plays a more and more significant role than that of the potential energy. Since the increment of potential energy is less than that of kinetic energy as temperature increases, the corresponding specific heat would diminish gradually.
F. Gr€ uneisen parameter
As the second major result of this paper, we achieve the analytical expression of the Gr€ uneisen parameter for 2D liquid dusty plasmas. The Gr€ uneisen parameter c G comes from the Mie-Gr€ uneisen equation, which is
where P, P cold , V, E total , and E total cold are the total pressure, cold pressure, volume, total internal energy, and total cold energy of the whole system, respectively. From the Mie-Gr€ uneisen equation, 40 for 2D systems, the Gr€ uneisen parameter can also be directly expressed as
where E total thermal is the thermal portion of the internal energy for all studied dust particles and A is the area of all dust particles occupy. Thus, it is clear that c G ¼ p thermal pa 2 =E thermal . Using the expressions of p thermal and E thermal obtained in Secs. III A and III B, we directly achieve the expression of the Gr€ uneisen parameter for 2D dusty plasmas as
From Eq. (13), it is clear that the Gr€ uneisen parameter for 2D liquid dusty plasmas c G increases monotonically as the screening parameter j increases. As seen in Eq. (13), this Gr€ uneisen parameter c G diminishes monotonically as the FIG. 5 . Comparison of C V obtained here with previous studies. 37 Smooth curves are the results from our analytical expression of Eq. (10). Data points are captured from Fig. 6 of Ref. 37 . Note that some of our results in the smooth curves are beyond our studied regime of melting points to 70 times of the melting points. 34, 48, 49 FIG. 6. A 3D plot of the dimensionless specific heat per particle C V as a function of the screening parameter j and the dimensionless temperature T (T ¼ 1=C). Here, the 3D surface is obtained from the analytical expression of C V , which is derived as C V ¼ 1 þ 1:186e À1:579À0:3935j C 0:407 . The top and bottom lines of this 3D plot correspond to the specific heat at the lowest and highest temperatures in our study of 2D liquid dusty plasmas, 34, 48, 49 which are just above the melting point and 70 times of the melting point for each j value, respectively. coupling parameter C increases. Equivalently, as the dimensionless temperature T increases, this Gr€ uneisen parameter increases monotonically. For any choice of j, the monotonic trend of c G for 2D liquid dusty plasma is completely different from that of c G for the 3D systems, whose variation trend depends on the value of j. 40 In Fig. 7 , we plot the Gr€ uneisen parameter for 2D liquid dusty plasmas, c G , in 3D above the plane of T and j. The variation trend is clear that c G increases with both the screening parameter j and the dimensionless temperature T. Within our studied regime, the lowest value of c G is only about 0.38, while j ¼ 0.5 and T ¼ 1=C % 0:007 (the melting point for j ¼ 0:5). The highest value of c G is beyond 1.2, when j ¼ 3:0, and the system is at the highest temperature, 70 times of the melting point. Although the expression of Eq. (13) may not be accurate beyond our studied regime, we still check its asymptotic values in weak and strong coupling regimes. In the weak coupling regime or C ! 0, the Gr€ uneisen parameter tends to be very large. However, in the strong coupling regime or C ! 1, the Gr€ uneisen parameter is ð1:3 þ 0:14j 2 e À0:37j ÞC À0:407 =ð1 þ 2e À1:579À0:3935j Þ, which is much smaller than the weak coupling case, and also related to the choice of the j to its asymptotic values.
As mentioned before, the Gr€ uneisen parameter indicates the anharmonicity of thermal vibrations of individual dust particles. [45] [46] [47] For purely harmonic thermal vibrations, the Gr€ uneisen parameter should be zero. A higher value of the Gr€ uneisen parameter means that the thermal vibrations deviate from the harmonic more. From our results in Fig. 7 , for 2D liquid dusty plasmas, the thermal vibrations of dust particles are close to the harmonic vibration at low temperatures when j is smaller, while at higher temperatures, when j is larger, their thermal vibrations tend to be much more anharmonic. We attribute the stronger anharmonic thermal vibrations of dust particles to the stronger phonon-phonon interactions in dusty plasmas. 47 When the temperature is higher, the phonon-phonon interactions are reasonably severer so that the Gr€ uneisen parameter increases with T.
However, it is still not clear why the thermal vibrations of dust particles are more anharmonic when j increases or why the Gr€ uneisen parameter increases with j. Anyway, using the obtained Gr€ uneisen parameters in Fig. 7 , we have clearly characterized the properties of the thermal vibration for 2D liquid dusty plasmas.
IV. SUMMARY
To summarize, we have used the concepts of thermal/ cold pressure/energy in the study of dusty plasmas. Based on previous molecular dynamics simulation results, 34, 48, 49 the analytical expressions of cold and thermal pressures for 2D liquid dusty plasmas have been obtained. Furthermore, the analytical expressions of cold and thermal energies for 2D liquid dusty plasmas have been achieved by data fitting. Here, we have demonstrated that our obtained cold pressure and cold energy are well self-consistent. As the main result of this paper, we have obtained the analytical expression of the isochoric specific heat C V for the 2D liquid dusty plasmas from the newly obtained thermal energy here. We have found that our obtained specific heat results are well consistent with previous studies using different approaches. The variation trend of this specific heat as a function of the temperature and the screening parameter are clearly presented in the 3D plot. From this 3D plot, it is clear that C V decays as the screening parameter and the temperature increase, and we have presented our interpretation of the variation trend for C V. Finally, we have achieved the analytical expression of the Gr€ uneisen parameter for 2D liquid dusty plasmas and discussed its variation trend within our studied regime.
